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A formal
methodology is
needed to integrate
and exchange spatial
and temporal
properties in hyper-
media and hypertext.
We propose a generic
framework to
structure and
dynamically present a
new form of video-
and text-based media
called hypervideo.
We developed a
Hypervideo Engine
and produced an
experimental
hypermedia work,
HyperCafe, to
illustrate the general
properties and
aesthetic techniques
possible in such a
medium.

W
alter Cronkite once again pre-
sents the news, this time to a
junior high school student
watching a video clip on his

computer. Cronkite says something about
Vietnam, helicopters, and the ancient city of Hue.
Another clip appears just to the right of the first
one, and they play side by side for a few seconds.
“The Tet Offensive...” Cronkite continues, but for
a moment his voice fades as the boy moves his
cursor to the new video, a related documentary
about Hue. “The ancient walled city of Hue . . .” a
new voice begins.

A white frame appears around the documentary
clip’s frame: make the choice, or it goes away. The
clip plays for a few more seconds, then disappears
as the subject of Cronkite’s news report changes.
He continues to the impending NASA Apollo rock-
et launch. “One of these Apollo rockets will land a
man on the moon in just over a year,” Cronkite
begins, “but there is still much to be done.”

A new video detailing the history of the Apollo
missions appears in the same place the Hue docu-
mentary did, next to Cronkite. Again the white
frame surrounds the clip, and again Cronkite’s voice
lowers in volume when the boy passes his mouse

over the new selection, which gets louder. This time
he clicks. Cronkite fades to black. The boy follows
the new path, the Apollo rockets, and where they’ll
lead him no one can say. Back to the news?

While the hypervideo application “News of the
Past” doesn’t exist, it well could. A user could
choose a specific era or event and watch video
clips of its news coverage—current, historical, for-
eign, partisan. The news clips would contain
opportunities for action—called links in tradi-
tional hypertext—that appear at related moments.
A separate video clip appearing next to the
“main” news clip would offer a related clip: anoth-
er point of view, a recent news account of the
same story, or a commentary on the rhetoric of
news reports in the 1960s.

Hypervideo thus functions much like hyper-
text. It offers its users a path to follow and provides
narrative moments that determine what lies ahead
and explains what came before. Unlike a Web
page, which can contain several static and simul-
taneous links within the same space, hypervideo
opportunities come and go as the video sequences
play out in time. Like static hypertext, more than
one opportunity can occur at a time—several clips
can play at once, or parts of the video frame itself
can be active links. Hypertextual commentary
flows around the moving image, offering deeper
associations. Yet unlike hypertext, these opportu-
nities go away if not selected. The link assumes a
new axis along with space: that of time.

This new medium, hypervideo, clearly has
implications for educational software, training
tools, new forms of creative expression, and film-
making. Here we consider strategies for authoring
and navigating hyperlinked digital video in space
and time.

Lurking in a digital cafe
HyperCafe1 is an experimental hypermedia pro-

ject we developed to illustrate general hypervideo
concepts. HyperCafe places the user in a virtual
cafe composed mostly of digital video clips of
actors involved in fictional conversations. Users
can follow different conversations via temporal
and textual opportunities that present alternative
narratives. Hypertextual elements take the form
of explanatory text, contradictory subtitles, and
intruding narratives.

We envisioned HyperCafe primarily as a cine-
matic experience of hyperlinked video scenes. The
video sequences play continuously, and at no
point can the user’s actions stop them. The user
simply navigates through the flow of video and
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links presented. This aesthetic constraint simu-
lates the feeling of an actual visit to a cafe. To pro-
vide greater immersion in the experience, we
employed a minimalist interface with few explic-
it visual artifacts on the screen. All navigation and
interaction occurs through mouse movement and
selection. For instance, changes in the cursor’s
shape depict different link opportunities and the
dynamic status of the video.

A user first entering HyperCafe sees an estab-
lishing shot of the entire scene. Moving text at the
bottom of the screen provides subtle interpreta-
tions and instructions on the video content. The
camera moves to focus on each of the three tables,
giving the user 5 to 10 seconds to select any con-
versation (see Figure 1). Having chosen, the user
enters a narrative sequence determined by the
conversations at the selected table. Specific con-
versations trigger video-based previews of related
narrative threads that the user could choose to fol-
low. Video scenes and hypertext appear at differ-
ent locations in the screen space, emphasizing the
importance of temporally and spatially active
associations in hypervideo.

Based on our work with HyperCafe, we defined
a framework for hypervideo structures along with
the underlying navigation and aesthetic consid-
erations. We later used the framework in devel-
oping the Hypervideo Engine. Let’s first consider
the prior work in this area that served as a basis for
our notions in hypervideo.

Related work
A primary influence on hypervideo originated

with the hypertextual framework of Storyspace,2

a hypertext writing environment from Eastgate
Systems that employs a spatial metaphor in dis-
playing links and nodes. Users create “writing
spaces,” or containers for text and images, which
they link to other writing spaces. The writing
spaces form a hierarchical structure that users can
visually manipulate and reorganize. We con-
structed a hypertextual version of HyperCafe in
Storyspace. This enabled us to visualize explicit
and implicit connections in the work, creating a
map of “narrative video spaces” that we used in
prototyping HyperCafe.

Synthesis,3 a tool based on Storyspace, lets you
index and navigate analog video content associ-
ated with text in writing spaces. It could be used
for hypervideo production in the design and pro-
totyping stages. Although primarily used for
recording meetings, Synthesis provided an early
demonstration of text-to-video linking.

Video-to-video linking was first demonstrated
in the hypermedia journal Elastic Charles,4 devel-
oped at the Interactive Cinema Group of the MIT
Media Laboratory. Micons—miniaturized movie
loops—would briefly appear to indicate video
links. This prototype relied on analog video and
laser disc technology requiring two screens.
Digital video today permits newer design and aes-
thetic solutions, as in the Interactive Kon-Tiki
Museum.5 Here the designers stressed rhythmic
and temporal aspects to achieve continuous inte-
gration in linking from video to text and video to
video, by exchanging basic qualities between the
media types. Time dependence was added to text
and spatial simultaneity to video.

Our notion of opportunities in hypervideo
requires a temporal window for navigating links
in video and text, as an intentional aesthetic.
Opportunities exist as dynamic video previews
and as links within the frame of moving video.
Continuity between video-to-video links results
from using new camera and interaction tech-
niques called navigational bridges (defined in the
framework, below).

VideoBook by Ogawa et al. demonstrated time-
based, scenario-oriented hypermedia.6 Here, multi-
media content was specified within a nodal
structure and timer driven links were automatical-
ly activated to present the content, based on the
time attributes. Hardman et al.7 used timing to
explicitly state the source and destination contexts
when links are followed. Synchronizing media ele-
ments is time consuming and difficult to main-
tain. Buchanan and Zellweger’s Firefly system8 let
authors create hypermedia documents by manip-
ulating temporal relationships among media ele-
ments at a high level, rather than as timings.

Besides linking strategies and synchronization
issues, storytelling is important in many experi-
ences. Agent Stories,9 developed at the Interactive
Cinema Group, fosters creating multi-threaded
story structures built on knowledge representa-
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tions of characters in the story. The Contour sys-
tem10 demonstrated an evolving documentary,
where viewers could influence the story context.
As new media elements were added, they were
assigned scores and descriptors. A viewer experi-
ence results from changing the relative promi-
nence of these media elements as the viewer
browses through the content.

In our approach to hypervideo, the author
retains control over the narrative structures pre-
sented to the viewer. We focus on the viewer
experience generated by navigating and interact-
ing with the video and text-based opportunities
that unfold in the course of the narrative. Such
opportunities are intentionally structured and pre-
sented within a temporal continuity based on
aspects of film aesthetic and hypertext fiction (fur-
ther discussed elsewhere1). In developing a struc-
tural framework for hypervideo, we considered
the design aspects and interaction modalities for
presenting such experiences to viewers.

Framework for hypervideo
Hypervideo necessitates a restructuring and

rethinking of ideas about authoring and navigat-
ing links. In a video-centric medium, the notion
of links (as traditionally considered in hypertext)
must be redefined to consider the medium’s spa-
tial and temporal properties. Authoring hyper-
video requires designing video and text-based
narratives that appear dynamically in space and
time. New interaction paradigms must be devel-
oped to navigate a hierarchy of linked, video-dri-
ven content. Such a temporal and spatial

approach towards hypermedia and hypertext has
the potential to change the traditionally confin-
ing modes of representation. It may also help us
develop richer narrative expressions and innova-
tive applications.

In a traditional hypertextual framework,
nodes, links, and writing spaces provide an essen-
tial structure for hypertext documents. In hyper-
video, the medium’s temporal and spatial nature
complicates the framework. We propose several
new structural and navigational concepts to pro-
vide a unified approach towards hypervideo. The
grammar of hypervideo is defined in terms of
scenes, narrative sequences, navigation, link opportu-
nities, and navigational bridges.

Scenes
Scenes represent the smallest unit of hyper-

video. A scene consists of a set of digital video
frames (possibly including an audio track) pre-
sented sequentially. An example from HyperCafe
illustrates a scene: a video clip plays in the center
of the screen. A man approaches a woman in a
cafe, sits down next to her, and begins to talk.
This scene represents a complete structural unit
that encapsulates unique contextual information
in such a way that it can be associated with other,
related scenes.

Narrative sequences
Narrative sequences represent a potential path

or thread through a set of linked video scenes and
synchronized hypertext, sometimes dynamically
assembled based on user interaction or on the
context of the scenes (see Figures 2 and 3).
Although a scene may be shared by several narra-
tive sequences, the context may change in each.
Hence, the narrative sequence serves as a unifying
concept for creating story threads from a collage
of video- and text-based elements. The body of
narrative sequences can be considered a “map”
overlaid onto the graph structure of hypervideo
nodes (containing scenes and hypertext). This
representation provides authors with a familiar
temporal and semantic structure.

Navigation
Traversing the scenes of a hypervideo, within

and across narrative sequences, requires time-
based links—opportunities for navigation that
only exist for a short duration. Traditionally, links
imply static associations always available to a read-
er, whereas opportunities imply a window of time
(or space) when an association may be active. Such
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opportunities appear dynamically, based on the
current scene’s context, and provide navigational
pathways to related scenes. Several types of oppor-
tunities based on text and video-based media exist,
with both temporal and spatial properties.

Temporal opportunities. Traditional hyper-
text presents users with several text- or image-
based links simultaneously—the opportunities in
any one node are available concurrently. In the
narrative sequences of hypervideo, several oppor-
tunities can be provided temporally, determined
by the context of the events in the current video
scene. The user has a brief window of time (say,
three to five seconds) to pursue a different narra-
tive path. If the user makes a selection, the narra-
tive shifts to a labyrinth of paths available within
the hypervideo’s structure. Otherwise, the prede-
termined video sequence continues to play and
the temporal opportunity becomes unavailable.

A temporal opportunity could be generally
defined as a time-based reference between video
scenes, where a specific time in the source video
can trigger (if activated) the playback of the desti-
nation video scene. Such opportunities can be pre-
sented in two forms:

❚ Intra-frame opportunities. Temporal opportuni-
ties within the frame of the video scene are
available implicitly (perhaps indicated by
changes in the cursor, textual intrusions,
sound, or other interaction techniques). If the
user selects the current video scene (source) at
a specific point in time, for example, when a
character in the scene makes a particular state-
ment, the narrative moves to a different (but
related) destination video scene. Hence as the
source video scene continues to play, different
opportunities become active at specific periods
of time within the current scene.

❚ Extra-frame opportunities. Temporal opportuni-
ties may also be made available as video-based
previews of the destination scenes. As the
source video scene plays out, one or more pre-
views of related video scenes would dynami-
cally appear in different locations on the
screen, at different points in time for varying
duration. Here the user would have a chance to
browse the previews by watching and “hear-
ing” the scenes before making a choice to nav-
igate to the link opportunity’s actual
destination. Temporal previews may be repre-
sented by video scenes with wireframes around

the video to indicate links (see Figure 4), and
the volume dynamically changes as the user
moves the cursor over the previews.

Temporal hypertext. Interpretative text in
hypervideo can consist of textual narration,
explanatory text supporting the scenes, or contra-
dictory/intruding narratives. Such text-based con-
tent may be associated (and hence synchronized)
with specific scenes or the entire narrative
sequence. As a particular scene plays out, a textual
narrative may appear for a short time. Such dynam-
ic text may be represented by fading or blurring the
text as it appears or lines of text moving across the
screen (with varying speed and direction).

Textual elements may be triggered by specific
events in a scene. For example, in HyperCafe one
scene has an actor discussing death. In another
narrative sequence, the same actor, in a different
scene, talks about possibilities and changing out-
comes. A textual statement appears below the
frame that says, “You nearly ran me over with
your car today.” This textual statement comments
on what has gone before and alludes to what may
lie ahead. Words in this text, if selected, may trig-
ger related scenes. Several lines of interpretative
text overlapping with the video sequences creates
aesthetic and narrative “simultanieties”11 in the
overall videotext. The presence of temporal hyper-
text in the realm of the primarily visual video clips
also creates a tension between word and image
that further illustrates thematic elements present
in HyperCafe.

Spatiotemporal opportunities. Moving,
video-based scenes have temporal properties (the
video changes as it moves in time) and spatial
properties (positioning within the overall screen
space). These scenes also have implicit spatial
semantics attributed to the nature of their con-
tent. For example, a scene from HyperCafe featur-
ing characters sitting at several tables provides a
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rich source of opportunities to interact with spe-
cific tables or characters while the scene plays out,
as the camera slowly pans across the room. Such
opportunities are found within the frame itself,
where spatial positioning of the conversants in
time recalls or uncovers related interactions when
activated. Exploring the filmic depth of the scene
reveals these “spatiotemporal” opportunities that
potentially trigger other narrative sequences, such
as another scene with a close-up of conversations
at a table in the background.

Generally, hypervideo requires a more
exploratory form of interaction to effectively
employ spatiotemporal opportunities. The user
could be made aware of such opportunities by sev-
eral potential interface modes: flashing wireframes
within the video, changes in the cursor, and/or
possible playback of an audio-only preview of the
destination video when the cursor moves over the
link space. Several large and overlapping wire-
frames (see Figure 5) could detract from the aes-
thetic of the film-like hypervideo content, yet the
use of cursor changes alone requires the user to
continuously navigate around the video space to
find links.

The cursor-only solution resembles Apple’s
QuickTime VR interface for still images, yet mov-
ing video (and hence dynamic link spaces) com-
plicates navigation in hypervideo. An audio-only
preview on the link-space assumes that the desti-
nation video has an audio-track that would fade
in (played over or through the audio stream for
the current video) along with an auditory cue to
indicate the preview.

One solution employs a combination of
modes: Initially, an audio preview in a specific
stereo channel provides a general directional cue
indicating spatiotemporal links. Changes in the
cursor prompt the user to move around the video
space. Actual link spaces are shown by a cursor
change, coupled, if necessary, with a brief flash of
a wireframe around the link space. Overlapping
link spaces are shown only temporally, not simul-
taneously. We must prototype and evaluate which
mode or combination of modes best suits spa-
tiotemporal opportunities.

Other interaction techniques could also work.
For example, you could represent opportunities
within the scene by creating a visual blur or halo
around the characters or by changing the color
properties and contrast to emphasize specific
regions. Opportunities deeper within the frame of
the scene could have different levels of blur or
color tone, to provide a visual distinction for
simultaneous spatiotemporal opportunities.

Navigational bridges
Hypertext-based narratives can produce a sense

of continuity through the textual interpretation
and associations created in the process of reading.
In a video-centric medium, you may create a con-
tinuous aesthetic by letting scenes easily blend
together as they progress in a narrative sequence
or are activated through opportunities. For exam-
ple, in a cafe scenario, if a user selects a specific
table of conversations in the background of a
scene, the navigation to the related scene could be
represented by a gradual zoom or pan to the table
and its participants (see Figure 6). In addition, spe-
cific filler sequences could be shot and played in
loops to fill the dead-ends and holes in the narra-
tives. Hence, we need to develop navigational
bridges to provide a sense of continuity between
video-to-video scene transitions and structural
unity for scenes within a narrative sequence.

During a video production, camera techniques
can produce navigational bridges between some
scenes without breaking the cinematic aesthetic.
For example, triggering specifically shot video seg-
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ments between the tables can represent move-
ment between them. In HyperCafe, generic pans
between scenes, such as long shots of the cafe or
filming the actor’s feet (where continuity is main-
tained), provided footage for several navigational
bridges.

Visual continuity may not be a strict require-
ment in hypervideo, as well-established cinemat-
ic conventions deal with continuous expression,
that is, the grammar of visual cuts and pans in the
shots and sound-based continuity techniques. We
need to develop such a grammar for hypervideo-
based scenes, where a user’s interaction with the
scene also produces an overall sense of continu-
ous expression. For example, two scenes in a cafe
may be bridged together by using a continuous
soundtrack of the cafe ambiance that gradually
fades in or out during the transition. Clearly such
contextual continuity can be represented by nav-
igational bridges that use visual, audio, and tex-
tual techniques or a combination of such
techniques.

Hypervideo production
Conceiving and implementing a hypervideo

requires several phases of design and production,
roughly divided into four parts: conceptualization,
video production, postproduction, and scripting. The
conceptualization (planning) phase requires the
author to consider the hypervideo’s overall (large-
scale) structure. A hypertext authoring tool such
as Storyspace can help substantially at this point,
in constructing the video spaces (analogs of the
nodes in a conventional hypertext). Note that
since Storyspace has no explicit way to express
hypervideo’s temporal and spatial nature, the
author must use textual notes to serve this need.
Storyspace helps the author organize information
in hyperlinked structures.

At this stage the author must conceptualize the
narrative’s link structure prior to actual video pro-
duction. The result of this phase—a hyperscript—
should embody sufficient detail about the video
scenes, narrative sequences, and opportunities to
produce a shooting script for the next phase.

The shooting script provides details regarding
locations, timelines, order of shooting, actors, and
set backgrounds for an actual video shoot. The
video production phase requires the author to
map the hyperscript onto the process of linear
(traditional) production. Now the usual array of
specialists are needed to produce the video
footage, such as crew for video, sound, and light-
ing, as well as actors and a director. Some scenes

might need two or more cameras to capture the
action from multiple perspectives, such as long-
shots, close-ups, or reaction shots. These shots can
be used in a hypervideo (via the linking mecha-
nism) in new ways unlike traditional video.
Additional shots can provide navigational bridges
between related scenes, such as top and below-
level pans, wandering point-of-view (POV) shots,
and rotating shots.

The third phase consists of postproduction or
video editing. It involves editing the raw video
footage and capturing it in digital form. Multiple
takes of the same material can work in interesting
ways in a hypervideo, so postproduction lets
authors find ways of incorporating alternate takes
or camera perspectives of the same scenes.

Once edited, the video must be transcribed and
cataloged for later organization into a multi-
threaded hypervideo. If the author used
Storyspace during conceptualization, it might
help to associate the video spaces created in
Storyspace with the actual digitized video (see
Figure 7). This lets the author match conceptual-
izations with video footage. It also permits better
organization of the selected video scenes, which
later aids in constructing the hypervideo scripts.

After editing, the selected video scenes must be
digitally captured on a suitable computing plat-
form. Although you could use high-resolution
video, a 160 × 120 resolution at 15 frames per sec-
ond might suffice for hypervideo, especially for
preliminary prototyping. Additional digital edit-
ing and effects can be performed with desktop
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video-editing software like Adobe Premiere. The
author may then choose to trim the length of cer-
tain scenes or apply digital filters to change their
appearance. In HyperCafe, a black and white filter
provided a film-like, grainy quality.

Before turning to the final stage of the produc-
tion process, authoring scripts, we will consider
properties of the Hypervideo Engine.

Hypervideo Engine
To demonstrate concepts in the hypervideo

framework, we developed a playback tool we call
the Hypervideo Engine. We implemented this
prototype system in Macromedia Director’s Lingo
programming language on a Macintosh platform.
The development environment met crucial
requirements, providing synchronous control of
audio, video, and textual media resources and let-
ting us create a high-level scripting interface to
the Engine for authoring hypervideo narratives.

The Engine uses scripts that authors can write
in any text editor (and perhaps in the future with
an authoring tool). The scripts can specify the spa-
tial and temporal placement of hypertext and

video clips on the screen. If no spatial position is
specified, the Engine will dynamically assign
(nonoverlapping) screen positioning for simulta-
neous video clips or text. At runtime, the Engine
first preloads all the necessary media elements to
avoid delays while the user navigates the hyper-
video. The Engine interprets the scripts and dis-
plays the media elements (audio, video, and text)
synchronously, based on the space-time parame-
ters specified in the script. While the various
media play out, the user might navigate to other
parts of the hypervideo, causing the Engine to
shift to relevant areas of the script. Authors can
also mandate specific runtime settings for the
Engine, via a preference file. Figure 8 shows a lay-
out of the current Engine components plus possi-
ble future extensions controlled by an interactive
authoring tool.

As users interact with the hypervideo and
explore the opportunities presented, the Engine
continuously generates an interaction log file. The
log file records the user’s navigational strategy by
logging the video clips played and the naviga-
tional links selected, along with relevant time
stamps of each activity. A bookmarking feature lets
users mark their current state in the narrative
script, so the Engine can replay the hypervideo
from an earlier state when launched.

Interaction techniques
We used a minimalist user interface for navi-

gation and interaction with the hypervideo nar-
ratives generated by the Engine. A cinematic
metaphor and design aesthetic results from min-
imizing buttons or static interface artifacts. This
permits a simple language of interaction based on
cursor movement and selection with dynamic
audio and visual indicators. Several interaction
techniques, such as changes in the cursor shape,
volume adjustment, and flashing wireframes
depict different link opportunities and the
dynamic status of the hypervideo. These tech-
niques encourage the user’s active exploration.

As the Engine plays a video sequence, the user
may watch the narrative or skip to other parts of
the video (if skipping is enabled in the prefer-
ences). In the video spaces, a change in the 
moving cursor—from an arrow to a cross-hair—
represents a temporal opportunity (see Figure 9).
Status messages indicate the destination if the user
makes a selection within the currently playing
video scene.

At certain times during playback of a video
clip, one or more related video scenes may appear
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briefly at specific loca-
tions on the screen.
These represent tempo-
ral video opportunities
and (from the Engine’s
point of view) would
transfer control to
other parts of the
script. Temporal videos
play for a short dura-
tion and disappear if
not selected by the
user. If the cursor
moves over a temporal
video, a wireframe highlights the video as a link
opportunity, and the video preview’s audio vol-
ume increases relative to the main video scene.
This lets a user preview the video content before
deciding whether to follow the link opportunity.

As video scenes play, text can be displayed at a
specified time, duration, and position on the
screen. Specific words can serve as hypertext links
to other parts of the narrative. The user explores
the lines of text by moving the cursor over them
to reveal link opportunities, indicated by a chang-
ing cursor and status messages showing the desti-
nation. Thus a line of text may contain several
active words with different hypertext links.
Another aesthetic would favor a visual indication
of hypertext opportunities by letting them fade in
and out, aging over time.

Now that we have introduced the Hypervideo
Engine, let us return to the production process.
The final stage in producing a hypervideo involves
authoring the necessary scripts interpreted by the
Engine. We developed a hypervideo scripting con-
vention with commands to play video, text, and
sound, and define their temporal and spatial posi-
tioning. Specific commands define link opportu-
nities between video, text, and related scripts. The
author must define a “main video script” where
the narrative may be initiated, plus specific scripts
representing narrative sequences containing video
scenes. Temporal links in the video, temporal
videos, and hypertextual links defined in the
scripts provide mechanisms for users to navigate
through the hypervideo. Figure 10 shows an
example of a hypervideo script.

Storyspace-based representations of the hyper-
video provide a good basis for writing the actual
scripts. An authoring environment integrated into
the Hypervideo Engine would permit visual rep-
resentation and automatic generation of hyper-
video scripts.

Future work
We constructed the Hypervideo Engine to

demonstrate the feasibility of our hypervideo
model’s navigational and structural concepts.
While we feel it demonstrates the framework, the
current implementation of the prototype can be
extended in some areas.

Scene descriptors
In the current implementation, authors must

specify an explicit ordering of scenes and hyper-
text to create meaningful and continuous narra-
tive sequences. This arises from the nature of the
video-based content, where the scenes’ visual
properties cannot automatically generate narra-
tive sequences (at least without using recent
image-processing techniques). The scenes can be
augmented by text-based scene descriptors, mak-
ing the system aware of each scene’s narrative
context. Scene properties, such as location, char-
acters, transcripts of conversations, and metatex-
tual interpretations, would let the Engine generate
narrative sequences based on a specified scene
browsing or presentation strategy. Hence user
queries on specific characters and conversational
elements may reveal undiscovered and emergent
patterns in the narrative.

Spatiotemporal descriptors
Although we have prototyped techniques for

spatiotemporal links, the current release of the
Hypervideo Engine includes no high-level mech-
anism to let authors define such descriptors in
video scenes. Such opportunities can be imple-
mented as dynamically available (perhaps trans-
parent) hot spots associated with specific aspects
in the video frame. These hot spots can be defined
in a scene by a set of position (x, y) and time coor-
dinates. This approach, although feasible, requires
tedious coding. Moreover, if a hot spot must be
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on MainVideoScript

showText “There is no simple way to say this,” “bottom,” “right”

playVideo “Andy - Artificial Consciousness,” 0, 0, 5, 1, 1

removeText “bottom”

showText “Panning,” “top,” “right”

tempoVideo 3, “Pan - Shawn to Ian to Kelly,” 3, 6, 0, “TempoScript_First”

removeText “top”

tempoVideo 5, “Ian Lips - Influencing Outcomes,” 3, 6, 0, “TempoScript_Second”

playVideo “Andy - Death is not an End,” 0, 0, random(9), 1, 1

end

Figure 10. Example

hypervideo script.



registered with an object in the scene and the
object moves within the frame (or the camera
moves with respect to that object), this approach
becomes unworkable. However, with the recent
progress in video segmentation and content analy-
sis techniques, conceivably objects in the moving
video frame could be detected and tracked auto-
matically. Such techniques would minimize (if not
eliminate) explicit coding of spatiotemporal links
by the user. For a good discussion of approaches to
parsing and abstraction of visual features in video
content, see recent work by Chang et al.12 Several
innovative solutions to automatically define
hotspots in digital video have been developed
recently by companies like Ephyx Technologies
(the V-Active system) and Arts Video (the
MOvideo system). It’s important to consider the
effective use of such techniques within the aes-
thetic possibilities of video-based narratives.

Interactive authoring tools
The hypervideo scripting techniques we pro-

vide allow high-level control of the Engine, yet a
visual authoring tool can further simplify this
approach. Note that this scenario echoes the use
of HTML scripting for producing WWW content;
only recently have visual authoring tools become
available for the Web. A hypervideo authoring
tool should support the different phases of hyper-
video production, as well as the design of narra-
tive sequences and link opportunities. Such an
authoring environment would let authors visual-
ly define their linked video structure, like hyper-
text authoring in Storyspace. Narrative
possibilities could then be textually simulated
before shooting any video. After the video pro-
duction, the scenes could be captured and tran-
scribed using the authoring tool. The scenes
would be relinked visually to form threads of nar-
rative sequences, and their spatial and temporal
properties would be manipulated directly.
Textual, temporal, and spatiotemporal opportu-
nities could be added to the scenes. The tool could
then create views of the hypervideo space at vary-
ing levels of granularity (scene level, narrative
sequence, and overall) and organization by key-
words, links, or specified paths. The presentation
delivered by the Hypervideo Engine would simply
serve as a view generated by such an authoring
tool.

Spatial representation
Hypervideo, as we have defined it, provides

navigation in a 2D space; it seems clear that it can

extend into another dimension. Motion-picture
time can be presented as a 3D block of images
flowing away in distance and time. For hyper-
video, a 3D space would permit representation of
multiple (and simultaneous) video narratives,
where the added dimension could signify tempo-
ral or associative properties. Video sequences
already visited could be represented by layers of
(faded) video receding into the background. A
series of forthcoming links and prior (unrealized)
links could also appear in the foreground or back-
ground of the 3D space.

Collaborative work
The nodal nature of hypervideo makes it con-

ducive to collaborative work over a network.
However, until bandwidth increases and video
streaming technologies improve, users must retain
video-based media locally (perhaps distributed on
CD-ROM) and use the Internet to distribute, share,
and modify the videotext structure (currently
stored as textual scripts). Users could add their
own links or textual annotations and make their
videotexts available via WWW or MUD, a multi-
user doman. Some form of version control could
let users access previous narrative sequences, link
opportunities, and annotations. Users could even
navigate temporally through the historic state of
the videotext, revisiting previous sequences and
spaces while investigating what lies ahead—anoth-
er path among many.

The techniques and methodologies we have
described for navigating in “video space” are
experimental and untested, yet provide an appeal-
ing minimalist approach. Applications of hyper-
video in film conceptualization, training,
simulation, and electronic news delivery demon-
strate its potential appeal beyond the experimen-
tal expressions of our HyperCafe scenario. We
hope that developers and authors can employ the
basic hypervideo framework and approach in con-
structing their own applications, authoring tools,
and creative expressions. MM
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